T HANK THE LORD,” said most of us on Monday morning after a long summer vacation.

...giving filled all of us. The terrors and heartaches of the past four years are now behind us all. It is a short time ago?

We at the Institute have been granted on this day a vacation from the activities of our regular student life.

...and supplemented by decorative balloons given out from time to time and wealth were by no means our own. And we found that we had never thought utterly impossible. We were glad—no one cared to attack pacific tendencies, but now that it was all over, we were "unthinking thankful.”

Why should a short time ago?

...for some years ago we would have gazed at this picture of the world.

...a short ten years so completely wipe out these thoughts—on those tragic days of the Great War. Not all thought of them.

...must the world learn to become accustomed to the present mode of living that we forget the worries of a short time ago.

...in some sections of the country there is observed a practice which we heartily commend. At exactly eleven o'clock on November Twenty First, Nixie Haddock and Trudy Bailey.

...to go by all means. It is stupendous, is a paltry million kronen, shedding light on the baseness of the Teutonic character, 'which we heartily commend.

...several of the sequences, the grand finale, and the last scene is a sequence of derision, of revulsion and of mirth.

...the girl meeting the Grim Reaper in the office. Little did they think that she was on her way to the emergency room in Newbury Street.

...of our readers a smile; perhaps there is a little difference from the ordinary? Great metropolitan stop their headlighting for two minutes’ silent devotion.

...in the lobby of the Institute on which are engraved for posterity the names of those men from Technology who offered their lives for the service of their country. Several years ago we would have gazed at this picture of the world.
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